Cuts can kill: the roles of apoptotic nucleases in cell death and animal development.
Chromosome fragmentation is one of the major biochemical hallmarks of apoptosis. However, until recently, its roles in apoptosis and mechanisms of action remained elusive. Recent biochemical and genetic studies have shown that chromosome fragmentation is a complex biochemical process that involves a plethora of conserved nucleases with distinct nuclease activities and substrate specificities. These apoptotic nucleases act cooperatively among themselves and with other nonnuclease cofactors to promote stepwise chromosome fragmentation and DNA degradation. Importantly, in addition to its direct contribution to the dismantling of the dying cell, apoptotic DNA degradation can facilitate cell killing and other apoptotic events such as clearance of apoptotic cells. Furthermore, some apoptotic nucleases apparently affect other aspects of animal development, including immune responses. The identification of new apoptotic nucleases and analysis of their functions in apoptosis and animal development should pave the way for future studies to uncover new functions for apoptotic nucleases and shed light on the hidden links between apoptotic DNA degradation and human diseases.